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The cycle multiplicity ii,‘(G) of a graph G, as defined by Chartrand, Geller, 
and Hedetniemi [I], is the maximum number of line-disjoint cycles contained 
in G. Denote by [x] the greatest integer less than or equal to x, by 1 S 1 the 
cardinality of the set S, by E(G) the edge set of G, by G, the subgraph induced 
by the vertices of even degree in G, and by K, the complete graph on p vertices. 
We proved the following results: I f  G is a forest then 
ii,‘[L(G)] = c [ deg3(nd) [ deg (;’ - ’ ]] , 
I 
7s,‘[T(G)] = 1 E(G)] + c [d+ [ deg (;) - 1 ]] , 
z 
the summation being over all vertices of G. If  G has cycles, then the right members 
of the preceding equalities added to +&‘(G,) give lower bounds for the left 
members. If  G = K, , then 
7?i[L(G)] = (3 and ?i,‘[T(G)] = (’ l ‘) . 
INTRODUCTION 
The cycle multiplicity of a graph G was defined, as far as we know, by 
Chartrand, Geller and Hedetniemi [l] as the maximum number of line- 
disjoint cycles contained in G. These authors denote it by ii,‘(G) and we 
conform to this notation. The cycle multiplicity of complete graphs and 
complete bipartite graphs has been given in [l]. For the complete graph 
K, , if we denote by [x] the greatest integer less than or equal to x, then 
%YGJ = E y+]], 
as is proved in [l, Theorem 81. 
In what follows, the reader is supposed to be familiar with the proof 
of this theorem. 
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THE CASE IN WHICH G Is A FOREST 
We recall that all cycles in a line-graph L(G) arise from vertices 2: of 
degree deg(v) > 3 in G, or from cycles in G. This is essentially Proposi- 
tion 5 of [l], which reads: “The line-graph L(G) of a graph G is a forest 
if and only if max deg G < 2 and if deg(v) = 2 for a point v of G, then z, 
is a cut-point.” 
It is also an immediate consequence of the definitions (see Harary [2, 
page 781) that, if G is a forest, then to each vertex of degree deg(v) > 2 
there corresponds a block of L(G) and each block is a corn 
order equal to the degree of the corresponding vertex. And according to 
the same definitions no cycle has lines in distinct blocks. 
The preceding remarks and Theorem 8 of El] yield: 
THEOREM 1. I’G is a forest then 
deg(ti,) deg(zQ - 1 
+,‘MG)f = z: [T [ 
Ir 
2 
the smmation being over all vertices of 6. 
Now it is well known that both G and its line-graph L(G) are (point- 
disjoint) subgraphs of the total graph pi(G)* no vertex of IyG) having 
thus edges of both G and L(G) incident to it. Hence the line set of r(G) 
may be partitioned into three sets and we call an edge of T(G) a G-, L-, or 
I-edge according to its belonging to G, to L(G), or to neither G nor L(G), 
respectively. Now to each G-edge we may obviously associate two 
L-edges, which altogether form a distinct triangle. Denoting by / E(G)j the 
cardinality of the line set of 6, we may obviously write, with summation 
being over all vertices of G, 
But if G is a forest, then no cycle of T(G) may be formed by G-edges alone. 
Moreover, since G-edges and L-edges have no common end-points, any 
cycle in T(G) not exclusively formed by L-edges has at least one L-edge. 
In fact, as any I-edge connects points in G with points in L(G), it follows 
that such a cycle in T(G) has not only one but at least two L-edges. Elence 
an upper bound for ii,‘[T(G)] may be obtained by adding the maximum 
number of line-disjoint cycles formed exclusively with L-edges, which is 
the i-summation in the right member of (l), to the maximum number of 
those which do not satisfy this condition, which equals j I i/2. As, by the 
very definitions j I ] = 2 . j E(G)/, the right member of (1) is also an 
upper bound for rr,‘[T(G)]. IIence we have 
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COROLLARY 1. If G is a forest, then 
ii,‘[T(G)] = [ E(G)] + C [F [ deg(vi - ’ I], 
-i 
the summation being over all vertices of G. 
THE CASEIN WHICH G HAS CYCLES 
If G has cycles, then each cycle of G yields a cycle of L(G) and any two 
cycles of G having no pair of adjacent lines in common (hereafter called, 
for the sake of brevity, corner-disjoint cycles) yield two line-disjoint 
cycles in L(G). 
Now let Ll be a cycle in G and X its associated cycle in L(G). The points 
of L(G) representing the lines incident to each point v of G induce a 
complete subgraph K, of L(G), where p = deg(v). Suppose v belongs to ~4, 
i.e., two lines of A, say a and b, are incident to v and let deg(v) be odd. 
It is known (see [l, Theorem 8 and its references]) that the line set of a 
complete graph of odd order may be partitioned into a maximal number 
of line-disjoint cycles, no line being left free. Hence X cannot be line- 
disjoint from all cycles in the complete subgraph K, associated to v, 
since the line (a, b) belongs both to X and to K, . On the contrary, when 
all vertices on fl are of even degree, a maximal number of line-disjoint 
cycles may always be chosen in the complete subgraphs of L(G) associated 
to these vertices in such a way that X is line-disjoint from them. Further, 
if there are r line-disjoint cycles /l, ,..., Ll, satisfying this condition and 
passing through a vertex v of degree 2r in G, then the cycles in the complete 
subgraph K,,. can still be chosen line-disjoint from the Y cycles X1 ,..., h, 
of L(G). The proof is as follows: 
Every point in a complete graph of even order has odd degree and, as 
pointed out in [l], is incident with at least one line not belonging to any 
cycle in a collection of line-disjoint cycles in K, . There is an odd number 
of these free lines incident to each point, since every point on a cycle is 
incident with exactly two lines on the cycle. Now let a, , bl ; --* ; a, , b, 
be the pairs of lines incident to v and belonging to the r cycles A, ,..., A,, 
respectively, which pass through v. As we shall see, in the complete 
subgraph K,, of L(G) the free lines may be chosen connecting the pairs 
of vertices a, , bl ; ... ; a, , b, in such a way that the remaining lines of 
K,, form a collection of a maximal number of line-disjoint cycles in K,,. . 
Hence these cycles in K,, and cycles A1 ,..., h, are line-disjoint. 
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Ts prove the feasibility of a convenient choice of the free Fines we set 
p = Beg(v) and distinguish three cases: 
Case (a). p = 0 modulo 6, i.e., p = 6m. 
In this case I&, decomposes into 
triangles with a total of 18m2 - 6m lines. There are (im> lines in I&, , 
hence we have 3m free lines, which is exactly one-half the points 
in Kg e Hence the free lines may be chosen connecting the pairs 
ckl 9 b, ; .‘. ; %9S, b3,n , respectively. 
Case (b). p = 2 modulo 6, i.e., p = 6m + 2. 
The line set of K, decomposes into 
E [+]I = 6m2 + 2m 
line-disjoint triangles. Hence the number of free lines is 
( 6m + 2 2 1 -3.(6m2+2m)=3m+l, 
i.e., one-half the number of points. The reasoning follows as in Case (ale 
Case (c). p = 4 modulo 6, i.e., p = 6m + 4. 
The number of triangles is 
6m”+4m+ 1, 
leaving now 3m + 3 free lines as compared with 3m -+ 2 pairs of points. 
But, as has already been pointed out, each vertex must be incident with 
an odd number of these free lines, one at least. Hence in this case 3m 
free lines connect 3m pairs of points and the remaining two pairs of points 
are connected by the remaining three lines as in Figure 1. 
The preceding considerations yield a lower bourad for the cycle multi- 
plicity of a graph L(G). 
Denoting by G, the subgraph of G induced by the vertices of even 
degree in C, we state: 
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THEOREM 2. For any graph G, 
ii,‘[L(G)] 3 iis’ + F [$j@- [ deg(v$ - 1 I], 
the summation being over all vertices of G. 
a3m+1 b 3mtl 
l-7 
a3m+2 b 3m+2 
FIGURE 1 
As for inequality (1) we have 
COROLLARY 2. For any graph G, 
iiz'[ T(G)] 3 1 E(G) + 7T2'(G,) + F [F [ deg(v$ - ' ]] . 
If, for instance, we take G to be a cycle, then the lower bounds given 
by Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 are met exactly. Also, for the complete 
graph K, with p = 1,4 modulo 6, the bounds are met exactly, as can 
easily be verified by comparison with the values given by Theorem 3 and 
Corollary 3. 
The inequalities may, however, be strict, as for the graph of Figure 2, 
where 
‘TF2’[L(G)] = 3 > 2, f~‘[T(G)] = 9 > 8. 
L(G) 
FIGURE 2 
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CYCLE MULTPLICITY OF THE LINE-GRAPH AND THE TQTAL GRAP 
COMPLETE Gwfss 
The concept of corner-disjoint cycles allows us to prove the followin 
THEOREM 3. The cycle multiplicity of the 1~ne~grQ~~ of a ~~rn~~ete 
graph K, is (,“I. 
By the very definitions, L(K,) has (3 vertices and, being regular of 
degree 2p - 4 (see Harary [Z]), a total of 
k (2p - 4) (:) lines. 
The maximum number of three line subsets of the line set is therefore 
;;(2p-4)(!$ = (;)s 
However the equality may always be achieved. To prove this it is enough 
to show there are (f) corner-disjoint cycles in K, . In fact .I$ has (z) edges. 
Each one of them, together with the p - 2 points no~~in~ident with it, 
form p - 2 triangles, which are all corner-disjoint. Noting that non 
corner-disjoint triangles are coincident triangles, we get a total of 
f (P - 2) fJ = (; 
corner-disjoint triangles, since each one is counted three times (one for 
each edge). The corresponding cycles in L(K,) are line-disjoint and thus 
the theorem is proved. 
We may now obtain 
COROLLARY 3. For any complete graph Kz, , 
+,‘[T(K,)] = (” ; ‘1. 
In fact L(K,) is a subgraph of T(K,) whose set of edges may be par- 
titioned in (z) distinct triangles, The remaining edges of T(KJ include 
those forming KD , which is also a subgraph of T(K,), and those linking 
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vertices of K, to vertices of L(K,). Taking each edge of Kz, together with 
those which, in T(K,), link its end-points with the corresponding vertex 
of L(K,), we obtain as many line-disjoint triangles as edges in K, , i.e., 
(3 As 
the corollary is proved. 
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